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“Cheese-Metal.” Claim 1 of Paul’s ’150 U.S. patent is as follows.
1. A sheet material that snaps-back slowly to its original shape comprising: (a) a first
layer made of a bendable metal with a substantially uniform thickness in the range of 0.1 to 0.3
inches; (b) said first layer having a plurality of circular indentations, each indentation having a
depth of approximately half the thickness of said first layer; (c) said indentations being randomly
scattered over one side of said first layer, with the circular indentation diameter in the range of
1 to 2 inches, and the surface area coverage of said indentations in the range of 35% to 50% of
the surface area of said first layer;1 (d) a second layer applied to the indentation side of said first
layer where the second layer material provides snap-back action while remaining in cooperative
adherence with substantially all of said first layer indentation side; and (e) said second layer fills
said indentations; said second layer’s non-filling side having a substantially uniform surface; and
said second layer’s non-filling thickness being approximately equal to said indentation depth.
The detailed description section of the ’150 patent discloses several embodiments,
including the embodiment shown in Fig. 1. § 112, ¶¶1-2 are satisfied for the ’150 claims. When
Paul amended claim subparagraph (c) he noted to the PTO: “the surface area coverage range

1

During reissue filed about a year after the original issuance, Paul amended claim 1 in

response to an indefiniteness rejection.
The ’150 patent also has dependent claim 2 from original issuance: “Sheet material as
defined in claim 1 wherein said second layer material is at least 20% carbon nanotube.”
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acknowledges the important inventive aspect of randomly scattering, without any order
whatsoever, the circular indentations, realizing that it is difficult to get effective random
scattering below a coverage range of about a third of the first layer surface area.”
Paul operates a web site, www.savebunny.org. A person can understand how the site
operates by reading claim 1 of Paul’s ’225 U.S. patent, given below.
1. A method of soliciting funds comprising: (a) displaying on a web site pictures of a
small, furry, companion animal, such as a pet bunny, such displays including descriptions of said
animal’s endearing characteristics and informing a web site visitor that the animal owner plans to
kill, cook and eat the animal soon because the owner is without funds and has hunger; (b) based
on a web site visitor’s time spent viewing components of said web site, calculating a bleeding
heart index (BHI) according to the peta.min.max() function; and (c) upon said visitor’s departure
from said web site, displaying a message soliciting a payment from the visitor where the amount
of the payment is calculated by the toby.gotcha() function based on BHI.2
Paul never eats “the” bunny. In fact, he currently has no bunny, but simply reuses a
library of photos of earlier bunny pets. Paul collects $10,000 to $30,000 per month from the site.
David makes and sells Fast-Metal™ sheet material, a product name that makes some
POSITAs laugh because they think Fast-Metal’s snap-back action is a little on the slow side of

2

A person of ordinary skill in the art (POSITA) would know the two referenced functions,

peta.min.max() and toby.gotcha(), and how to apply them in this context. § 112, ¶¶1-2 are
satisfied for claim 1 of the ’225 patent and there is no analogous art or prior art for it.
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the average for the industry, although David (also a POSITA) thinks it is fast.3 David’s other
product is Mod-Metal™, shown in Fig. 2.4
2.

The Dispute

Fig. 2

Mod-Metal top view (not showing the cross
section, dashed lines show internal structure)

Mod-Metal circular
indentations are 1.1
inches in diameter and
cover 33% of the
1st layer surface area

Paul sues David for infringement of
claims 1-2 of the ’150 patent for sales of

Fast-Metal and Mod-Metal. The following additional facts are discovered and/or arguments,
admissions and stipulations are made.
(i)

David discovers that Sheet Material, Inc. (SMI) made a research product in its

high-security U.S. based lab before Paul’s date of conception for the ’150 patent, and SMI’s
product satisfied the language of claim 2 of the ’150 patent. SMI continued to experiment with
the product in the lab. One year after SMI first made it, but one year before Paul’s date of
conception, SMI published, in a Mexican journal POSITAs would read, a drawing that looked
the same as the drawing on the right side of Fig. 1. With the drawing there was text mentioning
that: (A) the upper layer was mostly carbon nanotube material that filled indentations in the
lower layer to give snap-back action of various speeds; and (B) surface area coverage,
non-ordered placement of indentations, and layer thicknesses, were all important. Upon seeing

3

Fast-Metal has the dimensions and characteristics of subparagraphs (a), (b) and (e) in

claim 1 of the ’150 patent. Its randomly scattered circular indentations are all precisely 2.001
inches, and cover 40% of the first layer surface area. Its snap-action second layer which fills the
indentations is 25% carbon nanotube and is always in full cooperative adherence with the entire
first layer.
4

Mod-Metal has the dimensions and characteristics of subparagraphs (a), (b), (d) and (e) in

claim 1 of the ’150 patent, and POSITAs recognize Mod-Metal’s slow, smooth snap-back action.
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the drawing and text, it would immediately occur to a POSITA how the SMI sheet material was
constructed, including the various dimensions and ranges involved. A year after Paul’s date of
conception, SMI published the full specifications and details for its product in an Australian
journal of POSITA interest. Eleven months after that publication, SMI filed for a patent for its
sheet material at the U.S. PTO.
(ii)

Paul discovered that David operates a web site at www.saverabbit.net that does

precisely what is stated in claim 1 of the ’225 patent. Thus, Paul added that patent to the suit.
David asserts that the claim is invalid with respect to statutory subject matter and utility. David
also discovers that during Paul’s prosecution of the application ripening into the ’225 patent, the
PTO examiner rejected claim 1 for indefiniteness, expressing the concern that the peta.min.max()
function was ill-defined for web site visitor time. Paul sent the examiner copies of descriptions
from two graduate-level course-books explaining how the function might be applied to web site
visitor time, but the examiner was not convinced. Frustrated with the rigmarole, Paul merged
and paraphrased the two book descriptions, emphasizing his notions of the predictability and
known range of use for peta.min.max(). Then Paul had his cousin sign the document, which
stated that it was authored by the cousin and that the cousin was a POSITA. This cousin was a
university professor with a general title that would make it readily believable that she was a
POSITA, but in fact she is not. Upon receipt of this document, the examiner removed the
indefiniteness rejection. A month later, Paul sent his cousin a $2,000 barbeque grill with a note:
“Thanks for your help with that little problem last month.”
(iii)

David argues that the claims of the ’150 patent are obvious in light of two items of

prior art: Yorba in view of Zebulon (“Zeb”). Yorba is a prior art publication showing sheet
material where the second layer is made from Snappy™, a hardening-paste with no carbon
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nanotubes but which provides snap-back action once hard. The sheet material disclosed in
Yorba has the dimensions and characteristics of subparagraphs (a)-(e) in claim 1 of the ’150
patent, except that:

(A) the indentations are triangular rather than circular; and (B) the

indentations are ordered in a grid pattern. The sheet material disclosed in Yorba is known by
POSITAs to have the fastest snapping action available. Zeb is a prior art patent disclosing a golf
ball with randomly arranged circular indentations in an underneath lower layer, with an outer
layer filling these indentations with a coating having 18% carbon nanotubes. The novel use of a
snap-action coating on golf balls increases length of travel by the ball. Trying to reduce his legal
fees, David disclaims involving any other prior art beyond Yorba and Zeb in the obviousness
analysis. The typical POSITA for sheet material is a materials engineer, not a golf-ball designer.
Paul offers several POSITA articles published before his date of conception discussing the
pervasive use of triangular indentations for snap-action sheet material and discussing the
unpredictable results and uncontrollability of snapping action when using indentation shapes
without corners or edges, such as elliptical shapes.
(iv)

Paul discovers that Fast-Metal and Mod-Metal, and a third product, were all first

made, used, sold, offered for sale, or exported after Paul’s date of conception for claim 1 of the
’150 patent.

David’s third product is Plastic-Metal™, which has the dimensions and

characteristics of claim 2 of the ’150 patent, except that in subparagraph (a) it uses bendable
plastic rather than bendable metal. Paul adds Plastic-Metal to the suit as another accused
infringing device. David notes that the ’150 patent discloses an embodiment with bendable
plastic for the first layer, and that the ’150 patent has only two claims.
(v)

Weary of paying patent attorneys, for both claims of the ’150 patent, Paul disclaims

assertion of the DOE for subparagraph (d) and for the circular indentation diameter range in
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subparagraph (c). Similarly, Paul disclaims any assertion of the third Festo presumption rebuttal
criteria, “some other reason . . .”
(vi)

Paul conceived of the ’150 patent, filed the original application, and brought

Cheese-Metal to market in a very short time, just a few weeks. A few weeks after Cheese-Metal
appeared on the market, but before the ’150 patent originally issued or its application published,
several POSITAs published articles analyzing Cheese-Metal. They all remarked that once an
artisan understood that randomly scattered circular indentations were important, that the surface
area coverage would self-evidently need to be in the range of 33% to 50%.

This is so

self-evident, they remarked, that it could be considered long-standing latent knowledge in the
technology field of sheet material.

Moreover, these POSITAs realized that the randomly

scattered circular indentations would function identically anywhere within this surface area
coverage range, providing cooperative support toward the snap-back action in a similar way with
a similar result regardless of the specific surface area coverage value selected within the 33% to
50% range.
(vii)

About 18 months before Paul filed the original application for the ’150 patent, a

patent to Hughes issued in Brazil. It was indexed and cataloged in the local Brazilian regional
patent office, and a printed Portuguese-language copy was deposited there. Nothing further
happened for two years when finally the nationwide Brazilian patent office incorporated it into
the nationwide index, and published a copy. Hughes satisfies the language of claim 1 of the ’150
patent, and a POSITA, with Hughes in view, would think that a second layer with mostly carbon
nanotubes is obvious. The regional patent office index and catalog of its holdings is available
over the Internet.
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